**PROPOSAL 95**

5 AAC 27.110. Fishing seasons for Southeastern Alaska Area.

Repeal the commercial sac roe herring fishery in Sections 15-B and 15-C, as follows:

(b)(1)(F):
I would like to see the current language of 5 AAC 27.110 (b) (1) (F) repealed and thus close herring fishing in sections 15-B and 15-C

**What is the issue you would like the board to address and why?** I would like to delete fishing district 15 – B and 15-C from the areas open for herring sac roe fishing.

In the 1960's through 1982 there was a herring fishery in this area. The stocks were over fished or decreased for some other reason. The herring stocks in this area have not been commercially fished in the last 35 years and the stocks have not recovered.

In the years since the last commercial fishery there have been numerous changes in the area. The whale populations have increased and a very viable tourist industry has developed. There has been a large increase in the sport fishing effort, both sport and charter. Sightseeing, bird and animal watching, photograph and many other activities have developed around the herring stocks.

It is my belief that the herring stocks are fully utilized at this time by other animals, birds and fish, and by the people who enjoy watching and or utilizing them. The herring are very susceptible to damage from the commercial fishery as seen in them not recovering in the last 35 years. Thus I believe this commercial fishery should be eliminated.

**PROPOSED BY:** Rollin Young (EF-F17-056)

******************************************************************************

**PROPOSAL 96**

5 AAC 27.110. Fishing seasons for Southeastern Alaska Area.

Repeal the commercial sac roe herring fishery in Section 11-A, as follows:

(b)(1)(C)

I would like the current wording to be deleted and be replaced with the word "Repealed" with the date of the repeal.

**What is the issue you would like the board to address and why?** I would like to delete fishing district 11-A from the open area for herring sac roe fishing.

In the 1960's through 1982 there was a herring fishery in this area. The stocks were over fished or decreased for some other reason. The herring stocks in this area have not been commercially fished in the last 35 years and the stocks have not recovered.
In the years since the last commercial fishery there have been numerous changes in the area. The whale populations have increased and a very viable tourist industry has developed. There has been a large increase in the sport fishing effort, both sport and charter. Sightseeing, bird and animal watching, photograph and many other activities have developed around the herring stocks.

It is my belief that the herring stocks are fully utilized at this time by other animals, birds and fish. They are very susceptible to damage from the commercial fishery as seen in them not recovering in the last 35 years. Thus I believe the commercial fishery should be eliminated.

PROPOSED BY: Rollin Young  (EF-F17-052)
******************************************************************************

PROPOSAL 97

5 AAC 27.110. Fishing seasons for Southeastern Alaska Area.
Open the Southeastern Alaska Area winter commercial food and bait herring fishery on
December 1, as follows:

the herring bait fishery shall open on December 1st of every year.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Return the bait fisheries to a December 1st opening date as is traditional, the earlier opening causes more fish to be sifted through and killed by this wanton waste fisheries which the department turns a blind eye to, sets are made and fish are shallower up which kills them then they are let go if they don't like the size or if it too big a set they pump what they can and let the rest go, which is wanton waste.

PROPOSED BY: Larry Demmert  (EF-F17-075)
******************************************************************************